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Online prediction of needle shape deformation in moving soft tissues from visual feedback

Jason Chevrie¹, Alexandre Krupa², Marie Babel³

Abstract—With the increasing number of clinical interventions using needle shaped tools, robotic control of needle insertion procedures has been an active research field for many years. In this work we propose a 3D model of a flexible needle that takes into account tissue deformations in order to predict the needle shape and trajectory when it is inserted using a robotic arm. To account for tissue displacements, we designed a method based on visual feedback that updates the interaction model between the needle and the tissue using an unscented Kalman filter. Results obtained from several needle insertions in a soft tissue phantom showed that the method gives good performance in terms of needle trajectory prediction. This model was also considered in a closed-loop control approach to allow automatic reaching of a target.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image-guided surgical procedures using needle shaped tools have become common minimally invasive interventions for diagnosis or treatment of cancers [1]. Accurate placement of the tip of the tool in soft tissues is very important to avoid misdiagnosis or destruction of healthy tissues. With current imaging modalities a trade-off has to be made between image acquisition rate and quality. Ultrasound (US) modality offers fast acquisition rates but at the expense of a low image quality. On the contrary MRI or CT-scans offer good quality 3D images of the needle and tissues but the required acquisition time does not allow real-time tracking without degradation of the image quality. In both cases the modeling of the interaction between the tool and the tissue is of great importance. In the first case (US) it can be used to facilitate the needle tracking by providing an initial guess of the needle position in the image, thus reducing the size of the search area, the tracking computation time and the risks of aberrant detection. While in the second case (MRI and CT) it can provide a prediction of the needle position between two image acquisitions. These two aspects are crucial points toward a safe image-guided automatic control of needle manipulators.

Flexible needle insertion modeling has thus been an active research field [2], ranging from simple kinematic models [3] to complex finite element modeling [4]. The first kinematic model, that approximated only the tip motion of a beveled-tip needle by a unicycle or bicycle model [3], considered the simple case of very flexible wires embedded in static hard tissues. Many parameters have then been added to this model to reduce its prediction error [5] and cope with softer tissue [6]. An energetic approach using the Rayleigh-Ritz method was also used by Misra et al. [7] to take into account the interaction between the needle and the tissues all along the needle shaft and at the bevel. However, physiological motions of the patient, such as breathing, can induce needle displacement and deformation all along the shaft [8]. This should be even more true with the very flexible beveled needles that are required for this kind of approaches, typically thin nitinol wires, since traditional needles exhibit too low natural curvature in real tissues [9]. Most of the state-of-the-art work focused on tip-based needle steering only considers the case of still tissues or, at most, motion of virtual targets and obstacles. Moreira et al. [10] only recently pointed out the fact that the feasibility of tip-based needle steering in moving tissues still has to be assessed. They showed that tip-based control could be performed under axial tissue motion, i.e. in the same direction as the insertion. Lateral motion, however, were not considered.

In this work we first propose a model that can fully model the 3D behavior of the needle and tissues. It provides the possibility to move both needle and tissues in 3D space and model the resulting shape of the needle. The model is compared to real needle insertions performed with different needles in gelatin phantom. Then we also propose and evaluate a method to estimate the displacement of the tissues using visual feedback. This method was used with different update rates to test the compatibility with rather slow medical imaging modalities like 3D ultrasound in the case of motorized US probes.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the 3D model that we propose to model the needle and tissue deformation around the needle path. It also details the algorithm that we designed to update the model from visual feedback. We present in Section III the experiments that we conducted to assess the performance of the model and the method used to perform the online update of the model parameters. The algorithm was then used in a targeting task under lateral tissue motion. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented and discussed in section IV.

II. METHOD

A. Needle Modeling

In this section we present a model of the needle and tissue based on the Rayleigh-Ritz method. This model takes into account the interaction of the needle and tissues along the shaft of the needle and the geometry of the needle tip. It can be used to model both stiff and flexible needles and symmetric or asymmetric bevel geometry. The model is made
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up of two parts, one for the needle and one for the tissue. A representation of the model is drawn on Fig. 1.

Let \( l \) be the curvilinear coordinate parameter along the needle. We take the convention that \( l = 0 \) at the insertion point, such that \( l > 0 \) corresponds to the part of the needle that is in the tissue and \( l < 0 \) corresponds to the needle outside the tissue. We denote \( L_{\text{free}} \) the length outside the tissue and \( L_{\text{ins}} \) the length inside the tissue. The needle of length \( L \) is modeled as a one dimensional beam represented by a spline curve \( c^N \) of order \( n \) containing \( n \) segments:

\[
c^N(l) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} c^N_i(l),
\]

\[
c^N_i(l) = \chi e^N_i(l) M^i [1 \ l \ldots l^r]^T,
\]

where \( c^N_i(l) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) is the position of a point of the needle at the curvilinear coordinate \( l \), \( M^i \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times (r+1)} \) is a matrix containing the coefficients of the polynomial curve \( c^N_i \) and \( \chi e^N_i \) is the characteristic function of the curve, i.e. it takes the value 1 on the definition domain of the curve and 0 elsewhere. Note that the parameters \( n \) and \( r \) can be chosen to adapt the modeling accuracy and computational complexity.

According to the Euler-Bernoulli beam model, the bending energy \( E_B \) of the needle can be expressed as

\[
E_B = \frac{EI}{2} \int_{-L_{\text{free}}}^{L_{\text{ins}}} \left( \frac{d^2 c^N(l)}{dl^2} \right)^2 dl,
\]

where \( E \) is the Young's modulus of the needle and \( I \) its second moment of area.

We model the tissue by the rest position of the path that the needle cut during the insertion, i.e. the shape of the resulting cut path when the needle is removed from the tissue and does not exert any force on the tissue anymore. This path is also modeled as a spline curve \( c^T(l) \) (see the green path on Fig. 1). Since the position of the needle corresponds to the current deformed position of the cut path, the tissues exert a resulting force at each point of the needle where it gets away from the rest position of the cut path. For simplicity we assume that the tissues have an elastic behavior, i.e. the exerted force is proportional to the displacement of the tissue. This should be a good approximation as long as the needle remains near the rest cut path, what should be ensured in practice to avoid tissue damage. The resulting force exerted on a segment of the needle between curvilinear coordinates \( l_1 \) and \( l_2 \) will thus be expressed as

\[
F(l_1, l_2) = -K_T \int_{l_1}^{l_2} c^N(l) - c^T(l) dl
\]

where \( K_T \) denotes the interaction stiffness per unit length.

The energy that is stored in the tissue due to the needle displacement can thus be expressed as

\[
E_T = \frac{K_T}{2} \int_0^{L_{\text{ins}}} \| c^N(l) - c^T(l) \|^2 dl
\]

It has been shown in [11] that the bending energy and tissue deformation energy are sufficient to represent the quasi-totality of the energy stored in the system. So we compute the shape of the needle using the Rayleigh-Ritz method and only considering these two terms. Continuity constraints up to order two between the needle segments are added. We also add the constraints imposed by the needle holder, which fix the needle base position \( p_b \) and direction \( d_b \):

\[
c^N(-L_{\text{free}}) = p_b,
\]

\[
\frac{dc^N}{dl}(-L_{\text{free}}) = d_b,
\]

The system is then solved as a minimization problem under constraints.

\[
\begin{align}
\min & \ E_B + E_T, \\
A m &= b
\end{align}
\]

where \( m \) is a vector containing all the coefficients of the matrices \( M^i \). Matrix \( A \) and vector \( b \) contain the constraints (6), (7) and the continuity constraints.

As the needle advances in the tissue, the cut path is updated by adding new segments to the spline. To take into account the specific geometry of the needle tip, we choose the new segment such that it links the end of the previous segment to the location of the very tip of the needle, i.e. where the cut occurs in the tissue. In the case of a symmetric tip, the cut path is aligned with the needle axis. In the case of a beveled tip, it is shifted with respect to the needle axis, leading to the creation of a force that pull the needle toward the bevel direction.

Experiments have shown that inserting the needle is sufficient to break the stiction and reset the lag between the tip rotation and the base rotation along the needle shaft caused by torsional friction [12]. Hence we choose here to assume that the tip follows the rotation of the base without lag.

**B. Model Update**

We use an unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [13][14] to update the lateral position of the tissue. The UKF provides a higher order of approximation for non-linear systems than the extended Kalman filter while the computation is similar with both methods when dealing with numerical systems [14].
We consider the filter states $\mathbf{x} \in \mathbb{R}^2$ corresponding to the two lateral translations of the tissue in directions $x$ and $y$ of the world frame $\mathcal{F}_w$ (see Fig. 1). In our model these translations are applied to the whole spline defining the rest cut path. We note $P_x$ the state covariance matrix. The measures are $\mathbf{y} = [p_1^T \ldots p_N^T]^T$, where the $p_i$ are $N$ points on the inserted part of the needle. We note $l_i$ the curvilinear coordinate of point $p_i$ on the needle. These points are provided by a visual tracking of the needle. The state representation of the UKF is then given by

$$\mathbf{x}(k+1) = \mathbf{x}(k) + \mathbf{u}(k), \quad (9)$$

$$\mathbf{y}(k) = h(\mathbf{x}(k)) + \mathbf{n}(k), \quad (10)$$

where $\mathbf{u}$ is the process noise, $\mathbf{n}$ is the measure noise and $h$ is the relationship between the tissue motion and measured points. One advantage of the UKF is that it does not require to know an analytic formulation for $h$, as long as our model provides a numerical way to compute the measures from the states. In our case, our model of the needle allows computing the estimated position of the measured points $\tilde{\mathbf{y}}$ via (8) directly from the position of the rest cut path (state) and the pose of the needle base (given by robot odometry).

The position of the rest cut path is then updated according to the new estimate $\mathbf{x}(k+1)$ provided by the well-known Kalman filter equations

$$\mathbf{x}(k+1) = \mathbf{x}(k) + \mathbf{K}(\mathbf{y}(k+1) - \tilde{\mathbf{y}}(k+1)), \quad (11)$$

$$P_x(k+1) = P_x(k) - \mathbf{K}P_{y\mathbf{y}}K^T, \quad (12)$$

$$K = P_{xy}P_{yy}^{-1}, \quad (13)$$

where $P_x(k)$ is the predicted state covariance matrix, $P_{xy}$ is the covariance matrix between the states and the measures and $P_{yy}$ is the covariance matrix of the innovation.

The details of the computation of $P_x(k)$, $P_{xy}$ and $P_{yy}$ in the UKF can be found in the literature [13] [14].

Note that this method allows a high flexibility regarding the measurements and the tracking algorithm. Indeed, it is independent of the imaging modality, provided that a measure of the needle position can be acquired. Moreover, the number of tracked points and their position along the needle can vary through time. This allows to perform an update even when the needle is only partially visible in the images, like can for example be the case in ultrasound images when shadows appears due to bones or a lack of gel.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents the experiments that we performed to validate our needle insertion model and our update method. We used a similar setup as in [15], where a six degrees of freedom manipulator is used to hold the needle and two orthogonal calibrated cameras are used to provide a visual feedback of the inserted needle. We also present and discuss the results in this section.

A. Model validation

To validate our model, we made the comparison between the prediction of our needle model and real insertions. We tested three different needles inserted in a home-made gelatin phantom. The characteristics of the different needles are shown in Table I. The effective length of the needle that remains outside the needle holder was measured and the other characteristics were those provided by the manufacturer. We measured the stiffness of the phantoms using elastography [16] and found a Young’s modulus of 45 kPa.

We performed insertions of 10 cm in three scenarios:

- Scenario 1: the needle is inserted along the $z$ direction of the base frame $\mathcal{F}_b$ (see Fig. 1), corresponding to its shaft direction.
- Scenario 2: the needle is only inserted 2 cm along its shaft direction. The needle base is then moved 2 mm in the $y$ lateral direction before starting again the insertion in the $z$ direction.
- Scenario 3: like scenario 2 except that the needle base is translated in the opposite lateral direction.

Five insertions were performed for each combination of scenario and needle, while avoiding to cross previous insertions. Fig. 2 shows for each case the mean measured deflection of the tip, i.e. the orthogonal distance between the tip and the initial axis of the needle. As expected we can see that the lateral translation of the needle base during the insertion has a great influence on the final deflection.

The model was then compared to the mean trajectory obtained from these five insertions. For the needle modeling we chose to use polynomials of order 3 and divided the needle in segments of 1 cm. For the tissue modeling we used 1 mm long polynomials of order 1 (straight lines). In each case the parameter $K_T$ was optimized to give the best fit between the prediction and the real deflection. The deflection of the needle trajectory obtained from the model is shown on Fig. 2. We can see that the model gives a good fit to the mean insertion trajectories. We found a mean value for the optimal value of $K_T = 3203 \pm 1614$ N/m². The high standard deviation in the optimal values of $K_T$ can certainly be explained by the fact that the insertions where performed at different locations in the phantom, such that $K_T$ should actually be different for each of these locations.

B. Tissue motion tracking

To assess the quality of our model and update method we performed insertions of the biopsy needle while moving the phantom. We compared the prediction obtained with different model update methods:

- Case 1: the needle is modeled as a straight rigid needle.
- Case 2: the needle is modeled using our model of flexible needle. The cut path extremity is updated without visual measure to correspond to the very tip of the needle model (as explained in section II-A).
- Case 3: similar to case 2, except that the cut path extremity is updated from visual feedback to correspond to the measured position of the tip of the needle.
- Case 4: similar to case 2 with the additional update of the tissue motion using the UKF.
- Case 5: similar to case 3 with the additional update of the tissue motion using the UKF.

For each case the pose of the base of the needle model is updated using the odometry of the robot.
We initialized the UKF process noise variance with $\sigma_{w}^2 = 1 \times 10^{-8}$ m$^2$. As the cameras used for the needle tracking are orthogonal to each other, the accuracy of the stereo vision system had the same value of around 0.25mm in each direction. So we set the noise covariance matrix of the UKF as a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements $\sigma_{a}^2 = (2.5 \times 10^{-4})^2$ m$^2$. The stiffness per unit length of the model was set to the mean value found previously, i.e. $K_T = 3202 N/m^2$. For each frame the measured needle points are chosen such that they are spaced by 5mm from each other and include the tip point.

We performed three insertions of the needle along its shaft direction, corresponding to scenario 1 of previous section, with an insertion velocity of 5 mm/s, while applying manual lateral translations to the phantom. The ground truth data of the phantom motion were acquired by tracking four black dots pasted on each visible side of the container (see Fig.4).

Fig. 4 shows a sampled sequence of the camera views during the first experiments with the model rest cut paths for each case (except case 1 that doesn’t have tissue modeling). We can see that in case 2 (green) the cut path follows a curve, corresponding to the classical behavior of a flexible beveled needle inserted in still tissues. However this path stays fixed in the world frame and does not follow any of the displacement of the tissue. In case 3 (blue) the shape of the cut path follows the trajectory of the needle tip in space but the path that is already defined does not follow the motion of the phantom. This leads to a final estimated cut path that does not correspond to the reality. The needle shape that is computed from this cut path tends to have an unwanted deformation toward the previous position of the tissues while its tip tends to remain near the real position of the tip. For cases 4 and 5 (red and yellow respectively) the path follows the tissue displacements during the motion. We can see that the final paths stay near the observed needle but are slightly shifted on its side, meaning that the tissues are applying a force on the needle.

The translations that we applied on the tissues by manually moving the phantom during the first experiment are shown on Fig. 3a and the instantaneous positioning error between the modeled tip and the measured tip is shown on Fig. 3b. We can see that the errors for the non-updated models (cases 1 and 2) tend to correspond to the motion of the tissues, while the errors remain low at all time for the models that are updated with the UKF (cases 4 and 5).

To evaluate the possibility to use our model and update algorithm as a prediction tool, we compared the quality of the prediction provided in each case. We considered the case of a prediction after an insertion step of 1 cm. At each time-step we compared the future measured position of the tip to the prediction obtained with the model without update from visual feedback during the 1 cm prediction step. The prediction error is shown on Fig. 3c. We can see that when using the UKF the prediction error stays low if the tissues are almost not moving and becomes larger when tissue motion occurred during the prediction step.

To see if our method can be used with a slower imaging modality, like 3D ultrasound imaging or fast MRI slice acquisition, we emulated a 1Hz acquisition rate system, corresponding to typical values of volume acquisition time with a motorized 3D ultrasound probe. Our acquisition system has an acquisition rate of 30 frames per second so we run the tissue motion update by taking only one frame every 30 frames. The process noise variance was here increased to $\sigma_{w}^2 = 3 \times 10^{-6}$ m$^2$ to take into account the greater variability in the motion.

We computed the same instantaneous tip position error and the 1 cm prediction error as defined previously. The results are shown in Fig. 3d and Fig. 3e respectively. We can see that both errors tend to increase when important tissue motion occurs between two acquisitions, which is the case for example between 8 s and 13 s. However this error is greatly reduced by the UKF at each new acquisition. In the case where the tissue motion is slow, we can see that the error is similar to what is obtained with a high image framerate.
Fig. 3. Norm of the tip position error for the first experiment. Case 1: black, Case 2: green, Case 3: blue, Case 4: red, Case 5: yellow

Fig. 4. Sequence of estimated cut paths. Front camera view is on top and side camera view is on the bottom. Timing from left to right: 0.5s, 6s, 13s, 18s. Case 2: green, Case 3: blue, Case 4: red, Case 5: yellow

Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Position error (mm)</th>
<th>Prediction error (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30 Hz</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>5.9±3.9</td>
<td>5.9±3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>6.1±3.0</td>
<td>6.1±3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>2.1±1.6</td>
<td>1.9±1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>0.6±0.3</td>
<td>0.9±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 5</td>
<td>0.4±0.2</td>
<td>0.7±0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II recap the average positioning errors and prediction errors obtained with the different methods during the experiments. As seen previously we can observe that the more the model is updated from visual measures the more the errors are reduced.

C. Targeting

In this section we present experiments that we performed to test our model and estimators in a targeting task with the presence of tissue motion.

We used the same control law as presented in [15], which we briefly recall here. The kinematic motion of the needle base, described by its velocity screw vector $\mathbf{V}_b$, is controlled to obtain a desired velocity of the needle tip $v_t$ using:

$$\mathbf{V}_b = J_b^+ \cdot v_t,$$

where $J_b^+$ denotes the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian between the tip velocity and the base velocity screw vector. This Jacobian is numerically obtained in real-time from the current updated state of the needle model. The desired tip velocity is computed from visual feedback such that it always points toward the target and has a norm of 2 mm/s. Additionally the rotation of the needle along its shaft is controlled such that the bevel is always in the direction of the
target. The controller is stopped once the needle tip reaches the target level.

A virtual target is defined before each insertion at a fixed location in space such that it is 8 cm under the tissue surface and 4 mm away from the initial needle axis. This way a motion of the phantom displaces the needle and leads to a motion of the target with respect to the needle. We performed two insertions with the update using the UKF and two insertions without using the UKF. The phantom was moved manually during the first half of the insertion.

Fig. 5 shows the orthogonal distance between the needle tip axis and target.

Kalman filter could give a good tracking of the tissue motion. Even if the algorithm requires the visual tracking of the 3D shape of the needle, we showed that the prediction error can be reduced even when using slow image acquisition systems.

Future work will address the test of the method using 3D ultrasound as visual feedback. The method should allow the reduction of the complexity of the tracking algorithm by providing an estimation of the needle position in the volume. The time update of the tissue motion used in the UKF will also be improved by using a more accurate model that can take into account the typical characteristics of real physiological motions. This should allow the reduction of the modeling error when the tissues are moving between two image acquisitions. We also plan to use the prediction provided by the model to design a predictive controller and use it in an image-guided closed-loop scheme to allow better targeting capabilities in moving tissues.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we proposed a method to accurately predict the trajectory of a needle during insertion under lateral motion of the tissue. We proposed a 3D model of the flexible needle that allows to take into account the effect of the motion of the tissues on the needle shape. The model can give an accurate short term prediction of the needle motion. We demonstrated the advantage of updating the tissue model using visual feedback to reduce the prediction error of the model. The proposed algorithm based on the unscented Kalman filter could give a good tracking of the tissue motion. Even if the algorithm requires the visual tracking of the 3D shape of the needle, we showed that the prediction error can be reduced even when using slow image acquisition systems.

Future work will address the test of the method using 3D ultrasound as visual feedback. The method should allow the reduction of the complexity of the tracking algorithm by providing an estimation of the needle position in the volume. The time update of the tissue motion used in the UKF will also be improved by using a more accurate model that can take into account the typical characteristics of real physiological motions. This should allow the reduction of the modeling error when the tissues are moving between two image acquisitions. We also plan to use the prediction provided by the model to design a predictive controller and use it in an image-guided closed-loop scheme to allow better targeting capabilities in moving tissues.
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